


 About the collection: Round the Clock

Round the clock collection is a full wardrobe pick that consists of fine tailored pieces that transitions from work 
to weekend and day to night which prioritize the easiness and simplicity while keeping up the high style.

You can choose from a curated selection of signature denim coats, essential cotton shirts, sophisticated 
blazers and elegant outerwear’s perfect for evenings.

The collection articulates the confidence and boldness in style of the modern women that is ambitious, hard 
working and always in style. This collection is curated to help you throw on a look that resembles your 
effortless stylish approach in fashion.



A must have basic for every woman’s wardrobe, perfect for the 
everyday rush but in style.

Relaxed Over-shirt
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A must have piece for casual outings, it has a very subtle casual 
glam to it yet is still light and comfortable to wear.

Relaxed Pleated Shirt
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This lightweight flared shirt is a must have piece for an effortless flirty 
look, perfect for the everyday rush in effortless style.

Flared Shirt
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This long-slit outerwear shirt is a must have basic shirt with a bold 
attitude.

Long-slit Shirt
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A bold statement piece to add to your collection, with an effortlessly 
draped silhouette for a chic look to your everyday occasions.

Relaxed Draped Blazer
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This blazer is a trustworthy piece to add to your collection, it‘s 
classic and relaxed which is perfect for long wears for any event.

Relaxed Fit Blazer
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This oversized denim is the perfect statement piece to add to your 
wardrobe, it will add a bold confident look to your style.

Oversized Denim Outerwear
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This blazer will be your go-to for an everyday sophisticated bold 
look, perfect for evening events.

Denim Blazer
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This satin shirt is perfect for daily occasions, with subtle effortless 
elegance which is exactly what you need for your outings with 
friends or work events.

Satin-finish Shirt
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This cloak gives the most effortless elegant look, a trustworthy piece 
for your most important occasions or for your everyday subtle glam.

Evening Cloak
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FOR SALES AND INQUIRIES:
+971504026555

INFO@SALFADUBAI.COM
WWW.SALFADUBAI.AE


